Lithium had been identified already in the 50’s as an electrode leading to high capacities and voltages, but this was in primary primary cells and the positive electrodes (e.g. AgCl) were working on a phase change reaction, far from reversible.

The change came in the early 70’s with the ushering of the concept of intercalation, giving in principle an immortal electrode without new phase nucleation \[1\]. In the same decade, the Li+/TiS_2 battery consecrated the principle \[2\]. However, this metallic lithium electrode system with liquid electrolytes was a dangerous failure, so was the subsequent Li°/MoS_2 batteries rapidly withdrawn from market. Thus, the “rocking chair” concept whose name evolved into “lithium-ion”, known since 1978, was very well received by the community, then swept the market rapidly after 1992. Yet, the Li° electrode is still unsurpassed in energy density, not only for its intrinsic capacity, but as it can act as its own current collector, without the need for heavy and depletable copper.

From the early beginning \[3\], polymer electrolytes would show good chemical compatibility with lithium and provided that remnant crystallinity sources of current inhomogeneities are absent and the lithium interface is made with a friendly SEI. A > 1000 cycle life was recently confirmed by spectacular \textit{in operando} observation of a functioning cell \[4\]. Indeed, there are >5000 EVs equipped with Li°/LFP batteries and the batteries are expected to last 10 years.

This utilization of lithium metal has been obtained with electrolytes that reach useful conductivities in the 60°-80°C range, which limits the market to large systems. Though it is at a very early stage, a first family of polymers different from PEO have been recently shown to operate, though at low C/ rate, at room temperature \[5\].

Lithium is not the only element considered for future storage systems. Na as a electrochemical vector must certainly play a role due to the gigantic demand for load-levelling of renewable energies, and Na°, though little information is presently known on its interface with electrolytes, is a candidate. The two other elements under consideration, Mg and Al, in contrast to the alkali metal have known electrolytes that can plate the metals in fine-grained, dendrite-free deposits, but both lack high capacity reversible positive electrodes. All these options will be discussed.